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ABSTRACT 
General results saying that a point x of the unit sphere S(E) of a K6the space E is an extreme point 
(a strongly extreme point) [an SU-point] of B(E) if and only if Ixl is an extreme point (a strongly 
extreme point) [an SU-point] of B(E +) and Ixl is a UM-point (a ULUM-point) [nothing more] of E 
are proved. These results are applied to get criteria for extreme points and SU-points of the unit ball 
in Calder6n-Lozanovskii spaces which refer to problem XII from [5]. Strongly extreme points in these 
spaces are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First we introduce the notations and define the notions that wi l l  be used in this paper. 
Let (X, 11 [I) be a real Banach space. By  S(X) and B(X) we denote the unit sphere 
and the (closed) unit ball o f  X, respectively. 
A point x ~ S(X) is said to be an extreme point of  B(X) (x ~ ext B(X) for short) 
i f  for any y, z ~ B(X)  such that x = (y + z)/2 we have y = z. I f  any point o f  S(X) 
is an extreme point o f  B(X) ,  we say that the space X is rotund (X ~ (R)). 
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A point x • S(X) is called a strongly extreme point of  B(X) (x • sext B(X) for 
short) if any sequence (x,) in B(X) such that IIx -x~l l  ~ 1 and IIx + xnll --+ 1 
converges to zero (see [7,8,12,24,26]). This condition is equivalent to everyone of 
the following two formulations: 
(i) for any sequences (y~), (z~) in B(X) such that [[y~[[--+ 1, [Iznl[--+ 1 and [ Ix -  
Yn +Zn 2 I1 ~0,  wehave I lyn-z,  ll--+O, 
(ii) for any sequences (yn), (z,) in B(X) such that Ilynll -+ 1, IlZnll ~ 1 and x = 
Yn +Zn 2 , we have IlY,z - znll --+ 0. 
I f  any x • S(X) is a strongly extreme point of  B(X), then X is said to be midpoint 
locally uniformly rotund space (MLUR-space for short). 
There is an important relationship between strongly extreme points o f  a Banach 
space X and extreme points of  its bidual X**. Namely, if x is the canonical 
embedding of  X into X** and x • S(X) is a strongly extreme point of  B(X), then 
x(x) is an extreme point of  B(X**). However, x(x) need not be an extreme point of  
B(X**) i fx  is an extreme point of  B(X) (see [11,26]). 
A point x • S(X) is called a strong U-point (SU-point for short) of  B(X) if for 
any y • S(X) with IIx + yl[ = 2, we have x = y. It is obvious that a Banach space X 
is rotund if and only if any x • S(X) is an SU-point, but the notions o f  an extreme 
point and an SU-point are different (see [6]). 
Let (T, I~,/x) be a complete, ~-finite measure space such that T does not reduce 
to one atom only and L ° = L°(T, ~, ix) be the space of all (equivalence classes of) 
I2-measurable r al valued functions defined on T. 
A Banach space (E, ]l lIE) is said to be a K6the space (see [17]) i fE  C L ° and: 
(i) for every x • L ° and y • E with Ix(t)[ ~ [y(t)l for #-a.e. t in T, we have x • E 
and IlXllE ~< Ilylle, 
(ii) there is a function x • E such that x(t) > 0 for any t • T. 
For x, y c E, we will use the notion x < y i fx  ~< y and x 7~ y. 
By E + we denote the positive cone o fE  (E + = {x • E: x ~> 0}). 
A point x • E + is called a point of upper monotonicity (UM-point for short) if 
for any y • E such that x < y we have IIx IIe < I[y [[ E. A point x • E + \ {0} is called 
a point of lower monotonicity (LM-point for short) if for every y • E + such that 
y < x we have flY lIE < ]ix 11 E- I f  every point of  S(E +) is a UM-point (alternatively 
an LM-point), then we say that the space E is strictly monotone. 
We say that x • E + is apoint of upper local uniform monotonicity (ULUM-point 
for short) if for any sequence (yn) in E such that x ~< yn (n • N) we have [ix - 
y~ II E ~ 0 whenever Ily, IIE ~ Ilx IIE. I f  every point of  S(E +) is a UL UM-point, 
then we say that E is an upper locally uniformly monotone space (ULUM-space). 
We say that a K6the space E has the Fatou property (E • (FP) for short) if for 
any x • L ° and (x~) in E + such that x~ 1" Ix[ ~-a.e. and supn [Ixn[[E < ~,  we have 
x • E and IIx~IIE ~ IlXllE (see [1,17]). 
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E is said to have the Hu-property whenever xn ~ x locally in measure and 
Ilxn lIE ~ [IxIIE imply Ilxn -XIIE --+ 0 (see [15]). 
A function q) : [0, co) --+ [0, oo] is said to be an Orliczfunction if ~o is convex, 
vanishing and continuous at zero, left continuous on (0, oc) and not identically 
equal to zero (see [4,19,21-23,25]). For any Orlicz function q) we define 
a~o = sup{u ~> O: ~o(u) = 0}, b~o = sup{u > O: ~o(u) < ~}.  
I f  a~ = O, then we will write ~o > 0 and if q9 takes only finite values (i.e. b~ = ~) ,  
then we will write ~o < cx~. Let G¢ denote the set [a¢, b~] if ~o(b¢) < c~ or the set 
[a~, b~) otherwise. 
An interval [a, b] is called a structurally affine interval for an Orlicz function ~o 
provided that ~o is affine on [a, b] and it is not affine either on [a - s, b] or on 
[a, b + s] for any s > O. For an Orlicz function ~o we define 
SC(~o) = { [aqg, b~)~ UnEAf~o(an, bn) i f~o(b~) = cx~, 
[a~, b~]\ UneH~(an, bn) ifgo(b~o) < oo, 
where N'~ c N is the set of  all indices of  structurally affine intervals for ~o. 
Given a real K6the space E and an Orlicz function ~o, we define on L ° the convex 
semimodular 
o o Ixl lie, if~o o Ixl ~ E, 
0~(x) = c~, otherwise. 
The Calder6n-Lozanovsl~7 space E~ generated by the couple (E, ~0) is defined as 
the set of  these x ~ L ° that oeO~x) < +cx~ for some )~ > 0. The norm in Ee is defined 
by 
Ilxll~ = inf{)~ > 0: O~(x/)O <<. 1} 
(see [3,22]; cf. [2,20]). I f  E has the Fatou property, then also Ee has this property, 
whence it follows that Ee is a Banach space. So, in the whole paper we will assume 
that E is a K6the space with the Fatou property. The class of  K6the spaces {Ee]eeo, 
where O is the family of  Orlicz functions with q) > 0 and ~o < ec, is a subclass of  a 
more general class of  K6the spaces • (E, F) that are interpolation spaces between 
two K6the spaces E and F over the same measure space generated by concave and 
homogeneous functions qJ : R+ x IR+ ~ IR+ (see [20]). K6the spaces constructed in 
such a way by Lozanovskii (see [20]) are generalizations of  the interpolation spaces 
constructed by Calderdn (see [2]), who used only power concave homogeneous 
functions qJ(u, v) = ul-Sv s, 0 <. s <~ 1. 
For arbitrary x ~ L ° we define 
O(x) := inf{)~ > 0: O~o(x /)~) < oo}. 
We put inf0 = oo by the definition. We say an Orlicz function q) satisfies condition 
A2(0) (~o ~ A2(0)) if there exist K > 0 and uo > 0 such that q)(uo) > 0 and the 
inequality ~o(2u) ~< K~o(u) holds for all u e [0, uo]. 
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We say an Orlicz function ~p satisfies condition A2(oo ) (~o E A2(o<:0) if there exist 
K > 0 and uo > 0 such that ~o(u0) < oo and the inequality qg(2u) ~ K~o(u) holds for 
all u ~> uo. 
I f  there exists K > 0 such that ~o(2u) ~< K~o(u) for all u ~> 0, then we say that ~o 
satisfies condition A2(R+) (~o ~ A2(~+)). 
For a K6the space E and an Orlicz function ~o we say that q9 satisfies condition 
A E (q9 @ AE2 for short) if: 
(1) ~o ~ A2(0) whenever E ~ L c¢, 
(2) ~p 6 A2(oo ) whenever L ~ ~-+ E, 
(3) ~o c A2(R+) whenever neither L c¢ ~ E nor E ~-+ L c~ 
(see [13]). 
Lemma 1. Let E be any K6the space and ~o be any Orlicz function. For arbitra~ 
element x and any sequence (xn) in a Calderdn-Lozanovski~ space E~o we have: 
(i) /f¢~o(x) = 1, then Ilxll~ = 1, 
(ii) zf~¢(xn) --~ 1, then IlXnll~ ~ 1, 
(iii) lfllx,,ll~o -+ O, then O~(x~) ~ O. 
Lemma 2. (See [3,9,10]) I f  ~v is an Orlicz function such that ~o < ~,  ~o ~ A~ and E 
is a K6the space, then for any x c E~ and any sequence (xn) in E~ we have: 
(i) O~(x) = 1 whenever I[xll~ = 1, 
(ii) Q~o(xn) --+ 1 whenever []x~ I1~ ~ 1. 
Lemma 3. (See [3,9,10]) Let ~o > 0 and q9 c A~. Then for any sequence (xn) in the 
Calderdn-Lozanovskff space E¢ we have [[xn [[~ --+ 0 whenever O¢(Xn) ~ O. 
2. EXTREME POINTS IN E¢ 
Let B(E +) = B(E) (3 E + and S(E +) = S(E) N E +. A point x c S(E +) is said to be 
an extreme point of  B(E +) (x cext  B(E +) for short) if for any y, z ~ S(E +) such 
that x = (y + z)/2, we have y = z = x. 
Example 1. Let E¢ be a Calder6n-Lozanovskff space, where 
and 
Ju 2 /fu ¢[0,1], 
~o(u) / e¢ lfu 6 (1, ~)  
E = x y; Ix(n) l  < with the norm ]]xU = ~ y;Ix n)l. 
n=l  n=l  
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A point x = (1, O, 0 . . . .  ) is an extreme point of  B(E +) (if u, v ~ S(E +) and 
x = (u + v)/2 then x = u = v) but it is not an extreme point of B(E~) ( for  
y = (1, 1, O, O, 0 . . . .  ), z = (1, -1 ,  O, O, 0 . . . .  ) E S(Ee) we have x = (y + z)/2).  
Lemma 4. In any K6the space E, x E S ( E ) is an extreme point of  B ( E) i f  and only 
iflxl is a U M-point of E and Ixl cext  B(E+) .  
Proof i  Sufficiency. Let y, z ~ S(E) and 
y+z  
(1) x --  
2 
We wi l l  show that y --- z. The inequal it ies 
l y l+ lz l  
Ixl ~< lyl + Iz__..~[ 1 = Ilxlle ~< ~ E ~< 1 
2 ' 
y ie ld 
lY l+ lz l  
(2) Ixl - - -  
2 
because Ixl is a UM-point of  E.  Moreover,  Ixl is an extreme point o f  B(E+), so 
from (2), we have lYl = Izl. Equal it ies (1) and (2) imply now that y -- z. This means 
that x cext  B(E). 
Necessi~. Assume that x E ext B( E). Let u, v ~ B( E +) and Ix l = (u + v) /2. Since 
supp u c supp x and supp v c supp x, we have 
x = Ixl • sgnx  = 
u • sgnx  + v • sgnx  
This equal i ty and our assumption that x is an extreme point o f  B(E) yield that 
u • sgnx  = v-  sgnx  and, in consequence,  u = v. 
Now, we wil l  show that Ix[ is a UM-point of  E.  Suppose, for the contrary, that 
there exists y E E + such that Ixl < y and IlXllE = IlylIE = 1. Define A = {t E 
T: Ix(t)l < y(t)}. I f  the set B = A M (T \ suppx)  has posit ive measure,  taking 
zl = y)~B +xxr \8  and z2 = -yxB +XXT\8, we see that Zl ¢ z2 and x = (zl +z2) /2 .  
Since Ix[~< I Z l l=  Iz21 ~< lYl, we get Zl, z2 ~ S(E). This means that x ¢ ext B(E). 
In the case when A C supp x, we define 
zl = y - sgnxxA + XXT\A and z2 = (2x - y - sgnx)xA + XXT\A. 
From Ixl ~ Izll ~ y and Iz21 ~ y, we see that zl E S(E) and Z2 E B(E). More-  
z~+z2 and zl ¢ z2. So, zl,z2 ~ S(E) and, in consequence,  over, we have x = 2 
x ~extB(E) .  [] 
Theorem 1. Let E~ be a Calder6n-Lozanovskff space and x ~ S(E¢). Then x E 
ext B(E¢) if  and only i f  one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
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(i) [xl = bexr, 
(ii) 0r  (x) = 1, Ix l ) a e XT, ~o  Ix l is an U M-point in E and the following condition 
holds: 
u+v 
(o) fo ranyu ,  vES(E)  withO<, u ,v<~o(b¢)XTand 2 =q)o lx [wehave  
or  o,y z, 
/ - -  N 1 
either u = \ 2 ] - - <~(qgoy+q)  oz), 
where y = g- I  o u, z = g-1 o v and g is the restriction of  ~o to the set G~. 
Proof .  Sufficiency. Let Ilxlle = 1 and x = (y + z)/2, where y, z ~ S(Ee). 
First we assume that Ixl--beXT. Of  course, it must be b e < ¢x~ and ¢p(b~o) < oc. 
It is easy to see that for any yl ~ B(Ee),  we have lY]I ~< Ixl. Therefore, 
21xl = lY +z l  ~< lYl + Izl ~ 21xl 
and, in consequence, lYl = [zl = Ixl and lY + zl = lYl + Izl, which yields y = z. 
Now we assume that condition (ii) is satisfied. By the inequalities 
we get 
1 E 1:  I1 o txl[lE o lyl-+- ~0o Izl 
1 1 
~11~0 o lylIIE + ~rl~ 0° Izlll  ~ 1, 
(3) o lYlIIE : I1 o IzrllE = 1. 
Since ~o o Ix[ is a UM-point  in E, by (3) and the inequalities 
~o o lxl = ~o o )2~__~ <~ ~o o ( lyl + lzl ) 1 l 2 ~< ~o o lYl + ~o o Iz[ 
we have 
(lYl _~_ Iz l )  1 1 
(4) ~0 o Ixl = ~o o ---- ~o o = ~o o lYl + ~0 o Izl. 
Let u = q) o lYl, v = ~o o Izl. So, i f  we put ~ = g - ]  o u and ~ = g - ]  o v, then ~ ~> lYl, 
/> Izl andby  (4) we have 
eo  - -  =geo~+g~oS.  
Therefore, applying condition (o), we get p o [Yl -- ~0 o ~ -- ~o o ~ -- q) o Iz[. We claim 
that l yl = Izl. I f  not, then, since ~o is an injective fimction on the set G e, we conclude 
that 
[y(t) I v Iz(t~ I .< a e and ly(t)l A iz(t)[ < ae 
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for/z-a.e, t in B and some B E Z with/z(B) > 0. Therefore Ix(t)l < a~o for/x-a.e. 
t in B. This contradiction proves the claim. Since, by assumptions, 
(5) 
a~ ~< Ix(t)l = y(t) +2 z(t) <<. ly(t)l +2 Iz(t)l ~ b~, if~o(b~) < c~, 
a~o<~lx(t)l= y(t)+z(t)2 <<" ly(t)l+lz(t)12 <be,  ifqg(b~o)=ec, 
for/z-a.e, t E T and ~o is an injection on the set G~o, from (4) we get [y + z[ = 
[Yl + Iz[, which together with IT[ = Iz[ gives y = z. 
Necessity. Let x E S(E¢) be an extreme point of  B(E¢). Then Ix[ is a UM-point 
in E~ (see Lemma 4). This implies, by Theorem 1 in [16], that either Ix[ = bCxr or 
O¢(x) = 1, [xl >>, a¢XT and q9 o [xl is a UM-point in E. Therefore, it remains only 
to prove that if  x e ext B(E¢) and Ix[ ¢ b~XT, then condition (o) holds. Suppose 
that x E ext B(E~o), Ix[ ¢ b¢XT and condition (o) is not fulfilled. Then O¢(X) = 1, 
Ix[ ~> a¢XT and there are u, v such that u, v E S(E), 0 <~ u, v <<. ~o(b¢)XT, 
bt~V - -  =~[~0oy+qgoz] - -  2 =~0olx[,  \2 J  
where y = g-1 o u and z = g-1 o v. Since Ix[ ~> a~oXT, Y >1 a¢x~, Z >~ a¢XT and 
~o is injective on the set G¢, so Ixl = (y + z)/2. Clearly, y, z E S(E¢) and y ¢ z. 
Consequently Ix[ ¢ ext B(E+). Finally, Lemma 4 yields that x ¢ ext B(E¢). [] 
It is easy to see that i fx  E S(E¢), ~o o Ix[ E S(E) and ~0 o [xt E extB(E) ,  then 
condition (o) is satisfied. Therefore, conditions O~o(x) = 1, Ix[/> a¢xr and ~0 o Ixl E 
ext B(E) imply condition (ii) in Theorem 1 and in consequence, x cext  B(E~o). To 
see that x ~ ext B(E¢) does not imply ~o o Ixl E extB(E)  it is enough to consider 
E¢ = L2[0, 1] = (LI[0, 1])~o, where ~o(u) = u z and E = LI[0, 1]. Indeed any point 
of S(E¢) = S(L2[0, 1]) is an extreme point. But in this case, x E S(E¢) is equivalent 
to ~0 o Ixl E S(E) = S(LI[0, 1]). Since, no point of  S(LI[0, 1]) is an extreme point 
of  B(LI[0, 1]), so q9 o Ix[ ~ ext B(E).  
As a consequence of  Theorem 1 we get a characterization of  rotundity proved 
directly in [ 18]. Note also that Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 refer to problem XII 
in [5]. We shall say that E¢ satisfies the norm-modular condition (E¢ E (nm)) 
whenever the implication [[xl[~ = 1 ~ p~o(x) = 1 holds for any x E E~ (see [18]). 
I f  ~0 < cx~, then ~0 e A~ implies that E~ E (nm) (Lemma 2) and the converse is not 
true (see [18]). 
Corol lary 1. Let E be a K6the space and q9 an Orlicz function. Then E~ E (R) ij 
and only if. 
(a) E¢ E (nm), E E (SM) and ~o > O, 
(b) for any u, v E S(E +) with u ¢ v we have 
E 
< 1 or ~po ~ "  < ~(~0 ox  +~0 oy) ,  
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where x = g-1 o u, y = g-1 o v, g is the restriction of  ~o to the set G e. 
Proof .  Necessity. Suppose,  for the contrary, that E v e (R) and Ev f~ (nm). Then 
there is an e lement x e S(Ev) with Qe(x) < 1. Hence x e extB(Ev)  and, by 
Theorem 1, Ixl = bezr, Hence b e < oo and ~o(b e) < oc. Since T does not reduce 
to one atom only there is a set T1 E E , /z (T1)  > 0, #(T\T1) > 0. Taking y = IxlZTI, 
we get 0 < y < Ixl and y e S(Ee). Thus E e ~ (SM) ,  a contradict ion (because any 
rotund K6the space is strictly monotone).  
Assume that Eve  (R) and E ~ (SM). Then we find elements u, v e S(E) with 
0 ~< v < u. By  E~ e (nm) we get u <<. qo(b~o)Xr (see [18]). Hence the elements 
x = g - t  o u, y = g-1  o v are well  defined. Since Oe(Y) = 1, so y e S(Ee) and 
y E extB(Ee) .  Since q) o y is not a UM-po in t ,  by Theorem 1, we conclude that 
y = bexr.  But x > y, whence Oe(x) = ee, a contradict ion. 
Suppose that E~ 6 (R), Ee e (nm) and a~0 > 0. By  Proposit ion 2.1(i) f rom [18] 
we have q)(be)inf{llzAllE: A e E , / z (A)  > 0} ~> 1 whenever E¢ e (nm). Hence, 
since T does not reduce to one atom only, there is a set A e E with Iz(T\A) > 0 and 
~0(b¢) II XA IIE ~ 1. Taking x = aXz + (a9/2)XT\Z, where a number  a 6 (0, b e] is such 
that q)(a)llzAllE = 1, we get x ~ S(E¢). Thus x 6 extB(E , ) .  Finally, Theorem 1 
yields a contradict ion. 
Suppose that condit ion (b) is not satisfied. Then there are u, v e S(E +) with 
_ _  u+v u ¢ v such that II(u + v)/211e = 1 and ~o o (x_~_) = 1(~ ° o x + ~0 o y) _ -T ,  
x = g 1 o u, y = g-1 o v. Note that, since u, v 6 S(E+), x and y are well  def ined 
x+y by Proposit ion 2.1(ii) f rom [18]. Putt ing z = 2 , we have Qe(z) = 1, so z e 
S(E~). Thus z e ext B(Ee). Then Theorem 1 yields a contradict ion because neither 
condit ion (i) nor condit ion (ii) is satisf ied for z in this theorem. 
Sufficiency. Let  x c S(E~o) be arbitrary. We shall show that x E ext B(E~o), proving 
that one among condit ions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1 is satisfied. Note that (i) cannot 
be true, since the assumptions E~o e (rim) and E ~ (SM) imply that ~0(b~)II Z r  IIE > 
1. By  E e e (nm), we get Qe(x) = 1 and Ixl ~> aeXT. Note that ~p o Ix] is a UM-po in t  
in E ,  because E 6 (SM). Let u, v 6 S(E) be such that 0 ~< u, v ~< ~0(b~)ZT and 
u+v 
2 = ~P o Ix[. App ly ing  condit ion (b), we get ~o o (~)  < ½(~0 o y + ~p o z), where 
~0 o y = u and ~0 o z = v. Hence condit ion (o) in Theorem 1 holds. [] 
3. STRONGLY EXTREME POINTS IN E~o 
A point  x ~ S(E +) is cal led a strongly extreme point  o f  B(E +) (x E sext B(E +) for 
short) i f  for any sequences (Xn), (Yn) in B(E +) such that x = (xn + yn)/2, IlXn liE -+ 
1 and IIYnlIE -+ 1, we have I[xn -Y~I IE  -+ O. 
Remark  1. For any real numbers a, b we have: 
(i) i fab ~ O, then [a +b[  = lal + Ib[ and [a - bl = Ilal - Ibll, 
(ii) i fab < O, then la + bl = I lal - Ibll and la - bl = lal + Ibl. 
Lemma 5. A point x e S(E) is a strongly extreme point of  B(E) i f  and only iJ 
Ixl ~ sext B(E  +) and Ixl is a ULUM-point in E. 
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Proofi Sufficiency. Let x = (x,, + yn)/2, where Xn,Yn E B(E) ,  IIxnlIE ~ 1 
Ilyn lie --+ 1. We will show that Ilxn - Y~IIE --+ 0. Since 
xn ÷ Yn 
(6) 1 = IlxliE = 2 E ~< 
and Ixl is a ULUM-po in t ,  so 
(7) Ixl Ix~l ÷2 [Y,,I E ~ 0. 
and 
Ixnl ÷ ly~l 1 
<<. ;(l lxnllE + IlYnllE) 1 
2 E Z,  
By assumption, Ix l is a strongly extreme point of  B(E+) ,  so by (7), we obtain 
(8) I I Ixnl- lynlliE -+0.  
Defining An = {t c T: xn(t ) ,  y , ( t )  >>. 0} for any n e N and using Remark 1, we can 
write condition (7) in the form 
IllXn + Yn[ -  (IXnl ÷ lYnl) lie 
--II l lxnl- lYnllxr\zn -(Ixn[ + lYnl)XT\an lie ~ 0. 
Combining the last condition with (8), we get 
II (tx, I + lY,,l)xr\anllE -+ O. 
Therefore, 
IIx,, -- YnlIE = IIIx~--YnlXan ÷ IX,,--YnIXT\AnHE 
--II Itxoi- lY~IUxA,, + (Ixnl + lYnl)Xrxa, lIE 
-< II Ix,,I- ly, llle + II (tx,,I + lYnl)XT\A, lie --' 0. 
Necessity. Assume that x 6 sext B(E). First we will show that [xt 6 sextB(E+).  
Let 
Un + Vn 
(9) Ixl -- - - ,  
2 
where u,,  v, c B (E  +) (n E N) and Ilu~llE --+ 1, IIv~IIE --+ 1. Equality (9) yields that 
suppu, C suppx and suppv,, C suppx for any n c N. So, Ilu~llE = Ilu, - sgnxllE 
and IIv~lle = live-sgnxllE (n E N). Since 
un • sgnx ÷ vn • sgnx 
x = Ixl- sgnx = 2 
and x is a strongly extreme point, so Ilu~ • sgnx - vn • sgnxllE --+ 0 and in 
consequence, 
IlUn - -  Vn lIE ~ 0. 
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Now, we shall show that Ixl is a ULUM-point.  Suppose, for the contrary, that 
there exist a sequence (y,) in E + and a number 8 > 0 such that 
(10) IlY, lIE/> 
for any n e N and II Ix l + y~ II e ~ 1. Since 
2= ll21xlllE --IIIxl + Yn + I x [ -  Ynl[ E <~ IIIxl + Y IIE + Illxl- Ynl[ E, 
we have 2 - II Ix l + Yn liE ~< II Ix l - y, lie. This inequality and the inequality II Ix l - 
y~ lie ~< II Ixl + y, lie imply that II Ixl - Yn liE ~ 1. Defining 
-1  i fx( t )  <0,  
s ( t )= 1 i fx ( t ) )0 ,  
we have 
(11) [Ix +s ynlle = Illxl + y, lle ~ 1 and [Ix - s .  YnllE = I [ [x l -  y.lle ~ 1. 
Conditions (10) and (11) show that x is not a strongly extreme point of  B(E).  [] 
Theorem 2. Let ~ be an Orlicz function with q) < cx~, ~o > 0 and ~o ~ Af  , and let 
x ~ S(E,) .  I f  q) o Ix l is a strongly extremepoint orB(E) ,  then x is a strongly extreme 
point of  B(Ee). 
Proof. Let us choose sequences (yn), (z.) C B(E~o) such that IlY. II~ ~ 1, [Iz. I1~ 
1 and 
Yn + Zn 
X - -  - -  
2 
for any n ~ N. We will show that IlY, - zn I1~ --~ 0. By the assumptions that q) < e~ 
and q) c A f ,  we have 
(12) I lq )o lx l l l e=l ,  II~ooly.IHe---, 1, II~oolznllle---~ 1 
(see Lemma 2). Combining the condition 
1 = 11~0 o IxlliE ~o y, +Zn 1 1 IZnl E 
~< 2(11~0 o ly, llIe + I1~oo Iz~llle) 1 
and the fact that ~0 o Ixl is a ULUM-point  (see Lemma 5), we obtain 
(13) l~ooly,  l+ l~oo lz ,  l -~oo lx l  e~O.  
But ~0 o Ixl ~ sext B(E),  so conditions (12) and (13) yield 
II~ O lynl - ~o o lznl lle ~ o 
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and in consequence, condition (13) implies that 
(14) I I~olyot-~olxillE--,o and I[~olz, i -~olxl l lE-- ,o 
Superadditivity of the function q) on [0, b~] and (14) give now 
0~o(Ixl- lY, I) ~ 0 and O¢([xl-  Iznl) ~ 0. 
Hence, by ~o > 0 and ~o ~ A~, we get 
(15) Ilixl- lYnl L ~ 0 and II Ixl- iz°tll~--, o. 
Defining Bn = {t c T: y , ( t )  . Zn(t) ~ 0} and using Remark 1, we have 
[] l ly. I -  I z . I t -  l y .  - z.I L 
= lily. - z,  lxs ,  + [Yn + ZnIXT\B, --lYn -- ZnIXB, -- ([Ynl-I-[Znl)XT\B, lifo 
= Ills. + Z" IXT \Bn  - -  ([Yn]-1-Iz.I)x~\8. ~ lily. + z . I -  (lYnl q-IZnt)ll~ 
Illxi- ly, I L + Illxi- Iz, i I1~ --, o 
Thus, taking additionally into account condition (15), we get IlYn - z ,  I1~ ~ 0. [] 
Lemma 6. Let ~o be an Orlicz function with ~o < c~ and uo > 0 be fixed. Then for  
any e > 0 there exists a number ~ > 0 (depending only on uo and E) such that 
~) ~o(la + el) + ~o(la - el) 
q)(iai) ~< (1 2 
whenever lal ~ SC(~o) f3 [0, uo]. 
The proof of this lemma is an immediate consequence of the assumptions, o we 
omit it. 
Theorem 3. Let E be a K6the space with the H.-property and ~o be an Orlicz 
function with q) < oo, q9 > 0 and q) E A~. Then x ~ S(E~) is a strongly extreme 
point o f  B(E¢) i f  the conditions: 
(i) #({t e T: Ix(t)l ~ SC(~o)} = 0, 
(ii) q) o Ixl is a U LU M-point in E 
are satisfied. 
Proof. Let (Xn), (Yn) in B(E~o) be arbitrary sequences atisfying IIx.ll~ ~ 1, 
liy, I1~ ~ 1 and 
Xn + Yn x-  - -  (n ~ N). 
2 
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We will show that IlXn - y, I1~ ---> 0. The assumptions concerning the function ~0 
yield 
(16) ll oixlll =l, II olx, lll -+ and II oly,,lll   1. 
We can assume, without loss of  generality, that II ~o o Ix. Ill e ~< 2 and I1~0 o l Y. III e ~< 2 
for any n • N. At first, observe that x.  - y. ~ 0 locally in measure (x. - y. u(lo~) 0 
for short). I f  we suppose, for the contrary, that the sequence (x. - yn) does not 
converge to 0 locally in measure, then there exist a set A with 0 < IX(A) < oc and 
numbers e, 8 > 0 such that for infinitely many n • N we have IX(A.) > e, where 
An := {t • A: I x . ( t )  - y . ( t ) l  > 8}. 
Passing to a subsequence, i f  necessary, we may assume that IX(An) > 8 for all n • N. 
By the definition of  An, we have XA, • Ee and consequently, by 0 < ~p(1) < oo, we 
get XA, • E (n c N). Now we can find a number 0. > 0 such that IIXA, lIE > 0. for 
n • N big enough. Indeed, i f  not, then there exists an increasing sequence (nk) of  
natural numbers with Ilxa,k lIE ---> 0. In any K6the space the convergence in norm 
of  a sequence (u,,) implies its convergence locally in measure (see Theorem IV.3.1 
in [17, p. 137]). Therefore, we get 
({ IX t • A: IXAnk (t) -- O[ > ~ = Ix(Ank) --~ O, 
a contradiction. 
Let us assume, for simplicity, that IIXA, lie > ~ for all n • N. For fixed u0 > 0 
such that ~0(u0) = 8/or we define 
Bn = {t  ~ An: [Xn(t)[ > uo}, Cn = {t • An: [yn(t)[ > uo] 
for any n 6 N. Then, since 
8 
O- 
we get Ilxe. lie ~< o-/4 and similarly Ilxc. lie ~< a/4  for any n • N. I f  we put 
Dn=An\ (BnUCn)  (n•N) ,  
then for any n • N, we have 
IIxD,, lie = IIXA. - X~,,uc,, l ie /> IliA,, lie - I Ixs,,uc. lie 
(4 4) ~>0.- + =7"  
By Lemma 6, there exists ~ > 0 such that 
1 
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whenever u c [0, uo] N SC(~o), u= (v + w)/2, v, w >1 0 and Iv - wl ~> 3. This fact 
together with (i) and the definitions of  An and Dn, gives 
(1 +~)~0o Ix(t) I 
qgo JXn(t)l q-~oo lyn(t)l 
2 
for any t ~ Dn (n ~ N). The point ~o o Ixl is a ULUM-point, so the condition 
yields 
1= (po ~ t  E<. goo(lxnl2lYn[) E 
1 <~ =ll':polxnl+~olYnlllE ~ 1, 
2 " "  
(17) bn:= ~oo(.[xnf+ryn{) ~ e 2 -q )o  --+0. 
But o.p(~-)XD n 6 E + and llXD. lIE ~> ~ (n c N), so using again the assumption that 
~o o Ix[ is a ULUM-point, we have 
~oo Ix, +a~P(-~)Xo,, E > 1+/~ 
for some/~ > 0 and any n e N. Therefore, we get 
~o o Ix~l +~o o lYnl E 
1~-  2 
(1-}-~)~oo ~ XDn q -~°  ~- - '~  XT\Dn E 
= ~olx l+a~o ~ XD,, e = ~o lx l+a~o ~ XD,, 
+Olq)°( IXnl -b lYnl)xDn--°tqO°( lXnlq- lYnl )XD'~ E 2  2 
/> o Ix] +otqgo 2 E 
- a~P°(lx"l+lYnl) TXD,  ' IE 
(P Xn -- Yn -- otbn /> o Ix l + a~o o ~ XOn E 
t~ 
~> I1~0 o Ixl +~O(8/2)XD,,IIE -abn > 1 + 2' 
a contradiction. Therefore, we have proved that x,, - yn ~(1o~) 0. Since 
Xn -'}- Yn Xn -- Yn Xn -- Yn Iz(loc) 
X n -  - -  q-  - - - - X q - - -  > X ,  2 2 2 
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so there is a subsequence (Xnk) of  (Xn) that is convergent to x/x-a.e.  Passing to a 
subsequence if necessary we may assume that q) o IXn I tz(loc) ~o o Ix[. Thus, by (16) 
and by the fact that E have the H,-property,  we obtain lifo o Ixnl - ~0 o IxlllE -+ 0. 
Analogously, we get I1~0 o l Yn I - ~o o Ix III E --" 0 and then II ~0 o IXn I - ~o o l Yn III E ~ 0. 
This together with superadditivity o f  ~o on [0, b e] implies that 
(18) I1 o Irx, l -  ly, IIIIE --,o. 
I f  we define F~ = {t ~ T: x~(t) • yn(t) >~ 0} (n ~ N) and use condition (17), we get 
~oo ~Xn - Yn XT\F, -- ~0 o Ix~l 2--lYnl XZ\F, E 
(t9° ([Xnl÷lYnl) ÷qgo ( Ixnl÷lynl)2 XFn 
-~oo 2 -~oo T XT\Fn E 
= qgo( Ixn '÷lyn ' )  -- ¢p o ~-~ E = bn "+ O. 
So, by (18), we obtain 
(t90 ~ XT\Fn E ---~ 0 
and, in consequence, 
qgo xn-yn  q9 ~ XT \Fn  IXnl-lYnl XFn 
= o +~oo -+0. 
2 e -2 e 
Finally, the assumptions q9 ~ A2e and a~o = 0 yield that IlXn - yn Ib ~ 0 (see 
Lemma 3). [] 
Example  2. We will show that condition (i) from Theorem 3 is not necessary for 
x ~ S(E~) to be a strongly extremepoint ofB(E~). Let us consider the space E~o = 
(La[0, 1])~o, where 
u /fu ~ [0, 2J, 
qg(u) = U2/2 ifu > 2. 
Note that every point of S(L2[O, 1]) is a strongly extreme point. Hence, by Theo- 
rem 2, the element x = X[o,1] is a strongly extreme point of B(E~). However 
a- -  {t ~ [0, 1]: Ix(t)l ~ SC(~p)} -- [0, 1]. 
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4. STRONG U-POINTS IN E~o 
Thanks introducing the notion of  SU-points we can establish relationships between 
LUR-points and CLUR-points. A point x • S(X) is said to be a point of  local 
uniform rotundity (LUR-point for short) if for any sequence (xn) in S(X) such that 
IIx + xn II --+ 2, we have IIx~ - x II ~ 0. A point x • S(X) is called a point o f  compact 
local uniform rotundity (CL UR-point) if any sequence (Xn) in S(X) satisfying the 
condition IIx + x, II ~ 2 has a Cauchy subsequence. A Banach space X is said to be 
locally uniformly rotund (LUR-space for short) or (respectively) compactly locally 
uniformly rotund (CLUR-space) if any x • S(X) is a LUR-point (respectively a 
CLUR-point). It is well known that a Banach space X is LUR i f  and only if it is 
CLUR and rotund. However, local version of  this theorem is not true, that is, it is 
not true that x • S(X) is a LUR-point i f  and only if  it is a CLUR-point and an 
extreme point. It was established (see [6]) that x • S(X) is a LUR-point i f  and only 
i fx  is simultaneously a CLUR-point and an SU-point. 
Recall that a point x • S(X) is said to be an exposed point of  B(X) i f  there 
is x* • S(X*) such that x*(x) = 1 and x*(y) < 1 for any y • S(X), y ~ x. We 
say about such functional x* that it exposes x. Denote by Grad(x) the set of  all 
x* • S(X*) such that x*(x) = Ilxll. The elements of  Grad(x) are called support 
functionals at x. 
We start with an easy observation. 
Remark  2. A point x • S(X) is an SU-point of  B(X) if  and only i f  any x* • 
Grad(x) exposes x. In consequence, any SU-point is an exposed point. 
Proof.  Assume that x • S(X) is an SU-point of  B(X) and take any x* • Grad(x). 
Taking any y • S(X), y ~ x, we have IIx + yll < 2, whence 
1 + x*(y) = x*(x) + x*(y) = x*(x + y) <<. IIx + YII < 2, 
and in consequence, x*(y) < 1, that is, x* ~ Grad(y). This means that x* exposes x. 
Conversely, assume that any x* • Grad(x) exposes x • S(X). Take arbitrary 
y • S(X) such that IIx + Yll = 2 and any x* • Grad(x + y). Then it must be x*(x) = 
x*(y) = 1, which gives x* • Grad(x) N Grad(y). Since x* exposes x, we have 
y= x. [] 
A point x • S(E +) is called a strong U-point (an SU-point for short) of  B(E +) 
i f  for any y • S(E +) with IIx + YlIE = 2, we have x = y. 
Remark  3. I f  apoint x • S(E +) is an SU-point of  B(E+), then x is an LM-point 
of  E and x is a U M-point of  E. 
Proof. Assume that x • S(E +) is not an LM-point. Then there exists y • E such 
that 0 ~< y < x and I lxl le = IlYIIE = 1. We have 
2 = 112ylIE ~ IIx + YlIE ~ IIx +x l l~  = 2. 
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This means that x is not an SU-point of  B(E+). Finally, since each SU-point is an 
extreme point, the second part of  the proof follows from Lemma 4. [] 
Lemma 7. A point x E S(E) is an SU-point of B(E) if and only/f lxl  is an SU- 
point of B(E+). 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that Ixl is not an SU-point of  B(E+). Then there is 
y E S(E+), y ~ Ixl, with I[Ixl + YlIE = 2. Defining A = {t E suppy: x(t) < 0} and 
yl -=  --YXA -t- YXT\A, we have IlYl liE = 1, Yl ~ x and IIx + yl liE = 2. Thus, x is not 
an SU-point. 
Sufficiency. Let y E S(E) be such that II (x + y)/211E = 1. We will show that x = y. 
From the inequalities 2 = IIx +YlIE ~< IIIxl + lYlIIE ~< 2, we get IIIxl + lYlIIE = 2 and 
in consequence Ix l = l yl since Ix l is an SU-point of  B(E+). We claim that x -- y. I f  
not, then, in view of  Ixl = lyl, the set A = {t E T: x(t) ¢ y(t)} has positive measure 
and Ix + Yl < 2lxl. From Remark 3 we conclude that Ixl is an LM-point. Thus 
IIx + y II E < 2. This contradiction proves the claim. [] 
Theorem 4. Let E be a strictly monotone Kdthe space, ~o be an Orlicz function and 
x E S(Ee). Then x is an SU-point of B(E~) if and only if. 
(i) Ix I /> a~oXr, g~o(X) = 1 and 
[0(x) < 1 and /x{t E suppx: Ix(t)l ~< a~} =0]  or suppx is an atom, 
(ii) for any u E S(E) with 0 <<. u <<. q)(be)XT and Ilu + ~0 o IxlllE = 2, we have 
eitheru=~oolxl or ~0o < ~polx l+~ooy) ,  
where y = g-  t o u and g is the restriction of q) to the set Ge. 
Proof. Necessity. (i) Applying Remark 3, Lemma 7 given above and Theorems 1 
and 2 from [16] we need to consider four alternative cases. First we shall show that 
two of  them are impossible. 
1. I f  Ixl = bexr and suppx is an atom, then T is an atom, which is impossible by 
the definition of  the measure space. 
2. Assume that Ixl = b~oXT and O(x) < 1. But this is a contradiction. 
3. I f  suppx is an atom, Ixl/> a~xr, O~(x) = 1 and ~o o Ixl is a UM-point, then 
(i) is satisfied. 
4. Suppose that conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorems 1 and 2 from [16] are fulfilled. 
Then (i) is again satisfied. 
(ii) Suppose the converse, that is, there is u E S(E) with 0 ~< u ~< ¢P(b~o)Xr and 
Ilu + ~p o Ixl lie = 2 such that u ¢ ~0 o ]xt and ~0 o (1_~)  = 1[~ oo [xl + ~p o y], where 
y = g-1 o u. Then 0~(L~)= 1, whence II Nf-~ lifo -- 1. Similarly IlYlI~ = 1. Since 
u ¢ ~o o Ixl, Ixl ¢ y, and consequently Ixl is not an SU-point of  B(E+). Lemma 7 
finishes the proof of  necessity. 
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Sufficiency. Let y c S(E~o) be such that 
x+v 
(19) ~ = 1. 
x+v show that x = y. We have 0~(~ ~-) ~< 1. We claim that Oe(~)  = 1. 
that 0e(~ y-) < 1. Then, by (19), we have 
x+y'~ 
(20) (1 + = 
for any e > 0. We divide the proof into two parts. 
l -a with a E (O(x), 1), we see that e > 0 1. Suppose that O(x) < 1. Taking e = 
and --y- • a + T l + e  l+e = 1. Hence, we get 
We will 
Suppose 
( x+v'~ ( l+e  l+e ) 
( l+e  x l+e  ) 
=Q* T "a ' -+a  ~- - 'Y  
(x )  l+e  <~ ~--l+e'ao~° a +T'O~°(Y)<°c '  
which contradicts condition (20) and proves the claim. 
2. Assume that x = cxu, where U is an atom. Conditions Ix]/> a~oxr, O~o(x) = 1, 
E E (SM) and Theorem 1 in [16] imply that Ix[ is an UM-point in E, .  Therefore, it
must be [Y[Xu <<. [xlxu. Ifyxu = czu, the claim is obvious, by Or(x) = 1. If  either 
[y[xu < Iclxu or .vxu = -czu, there is a Z ~ (0, 1) such that 0~0((1 + )0~_zu)X+V <
1, whence 0~((1 + )O~-zXr\u) = ee, by (20). Thus 0¢(YXr\u) = ec, which is a 
contradiction with y E S(E~o). 
Therefore, we have showed that Q~t-y~-~ = 1. Then 0~(Y) = 1, by 0~(x) = 1. 
This conditions together with 
2 ~(~p o Ixl + ~o o lyl) 
imply that 
(22) ]l~p o Ixl + ~0 o lylHE = 2. 
Applying strict monotonicity of  E, conditions (21 ), (22) and the fact that 0~ (~)  = 
1 we conclude that 
(23) ~po(lxl+lY,) 1 1 
2 = ~o o Ixl + ~o o lYl- 
Let ~o o lY[ -- u and ~ = g-1 o ~o o lYl. Then ~/> lYl and, by (23), 
~oo = ~0o Ixl + ~0o~. 
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Therefore, applying (ii), from (22) and (23) we conclude that go o Ix l = go o ~ = go o lyl. 
Since Ix [/> a¢ x~ and go is an injective function on the set G~o, we get Ix [XA = [Yt~(A, 
where A = {t • suppx: x(t) > a~}. We claim that [xlxT"\A = [Y[Xr\A. Suppose 
the contrary, that is, there is a set B C T\A ,  B • E of  positive measure such 
that [x(t)[ > ]y(t)[ for/z-a.e, t in B. Note that Ix[ is an LM-point of  E¢, by (i) 
and Theorem 2 from [16]. Then we conclude that [[y]l~0 < 1. This contradiction 
proves the claim. Consequently [x[ = lY]. Then [x + Yl ~< [x[ + tY[ = 2Ix[. I f  
Ix + y[ < [x[+ ]y[ = 2Ix], then [[ (x + y)/2[[¢ < 1 because [x] is an LM-point of  E~. 
This contradiction with (19) proves that [x + y[ = Ix[ + ]y[. Combining this equality 
with [x[ = ly[, we get x = y. [] 
Let {[an, bn]}nc:¢~ be a set of  structurally affine intervals of  an Orlicz function go. 
The Orlicz spaces L ¢ form a special subclass of Calder6n-Lozanovskii spaces 
E~; namely L ~° = (La)~o. For SU-points in this spaces, applying Theorem 4, we 
can get the following equivalence proved directly in [6, Theorem 5] only for Orlicz 
sequence spaces, under the general assumption that go > 0. 
Corol lary 2. Let go be an Orlicz function and L ~ be the Orlicz space generated 
by go. Then x • S(L ~) is an SU-point o f  B(L ~) i f  and only if'. 
(a) Ixl/> a~xr, O¢(x) = 1, 
(b) [0(x) < 1 and Iz{t • suppx: Ix(t)l ~< a~o} -- 0] or suppx is an atom, 
(c) it is satisfied one o f  the fol lowing conditions: 
(or) U({t • T: Ix(t)l • UneAl-o[an,bn)}) =0,  
(/3) U({t • T: Ix(t)l • Un~Ar~(an,bn]}) =0,  
(y) {t • T: [x(t)l • Un~:%[an, bn]} is an atom. 
Proof. The space L1 is strictly monotone. Therefore, it is enough to show that 
condition (ii) of Theorem 4 is equivalent to the alternative of  conditions (or), (/3) 
and (y). 
For every structurally affine interval [an, bn] there are numbers Sn, Ln • R+ = 
[0, oo) such that 
go(u) = Snu + Ln for each u • [an, bn]. 





Necessity. Although we apply here similar methods as in the proof of  Theorem 5 
in [6], we present all details for the sake of  completeness. By Theorem 4 we 
conclude that conditions (a) and (b) hold. Suppose that no condition among 
conditions (ot)-(y) is satisfied. Then 
(~) /z(A) > 0,/z(B) > 0 and 
(1~) the set C is not an atom, that is, either 
(bl) /A,(C) = 0 or 
(192) C=C 1 UC2, C1 nC 2 =0,  ~(C1) >0, /z (C2)  >0.  
Conditions (~) and ([31) cannot hold simultaneously because A U B = C. So, let (a) 
and (1~2) hold. We need to consider three cases: 
(1) A = B ----- C, (2)/z(A \ B) > 0, (3)/z(B \ A) > 0. 
(1) I fA  = B = C, then 
Ix(t)l ~ U (an,bn) 
n EJV'~o 
for any t ~ C. The set C is not an atom and A/'¢ is at most countable, so there exist 
disjoint sets C1, C2 with positive and finite measure and k, m ~ A/'~0 such that 
~ (ak, bk) and vt~c~lx(t)l ~ (am,bm). 
We choose natural numbers n, p for which the sets 
{ 11 F = t 6 Cl" Ix(t)[ ÷ - < bk 
n 
and _ m ~a m H = t E C2: [x(t)l 
have positive measure. Since the condition Ixl ~ a~oXT implies that Sk ¢ 0 and 
Sm ~ O, we can find numbers e, 6 c (0, 1) with 
1 1 
-Sk .e -#(F)= S ,n '6 '#(H) .  
n p 
I f  we put 
y : (Ix[ + e/n)XF ÷ ( Ix l -  6/p)xH + [xlxT\(FUH), 
then q9 o Ix[ ~ ~o o y and 
(24) O~o(Y) = lifo o YIIL1 
F H Tk(FUH) 
= f(s  (Ix(hi ÷Wn) + L~)d. + f(s m "( Ix (h i  +a/p) + Lm)dlz 
F H 
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T F H 
= ~oo lx [d l~+&' - . l~(F ) - -Sm' - - '~(H)= ~0o[x ld#=l .  
n p 
T T 
Analogously, we have 
(25) 
f f = ~o Ix l+~ du,+ ,;oo -~pp du, 
F H 
+ f ~polxld/~ 
T\(FUH) 
E 6 = f~oo 0~, + ~)d,~+ f~oo (,~,- ~)~,~ 
F H 
+ / ~0 o Ixl d/z 
T\(FUH) 
= ~po[x[d lz+Sk .~n. lZ (F ) -Sm.~p. l~(H)  
T 
= f ~olxld~= l 
T 
This yields II(]x] + y)/2l[~ = 1. We also see that g-1 o (~0 o y) = y and 
(26) ~po = ~cp o Ix[ + ~p oy.  
So, condition (ii) o f  Theorem 4 is not satisfied. 
(2) Now, let us assume that #(A \ B) > 0. I f  we have/x(B \ A) > 0 additionally, 
then we can find two sets F c A \ B, H C B \ A with positive and finite measure 
and numbers k, m 6 A/'~ such that 
v,~rlx(ol=.,~ and Vt~.lx(t)l=bm. 
Note that i fa~ = 0, then Sk ~ 0 and Sm # O. In the case when a~ > 0, by Ixl/> acXr, 
we have supp x = T (that is, supp x is not an atom). So, by (b) it must be Ix (t) I > a¢ 
for any t 6 T, which implies that bm> otto, ak > a~ and in consequence, & ~ 0 ¢ 
Sin. 
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So, we can choose s c (0, bt` - at`) and ~ 6 (0, bm-  am) satisfying 
S~ . s . #(F )  = Sm "$ " #(H) .  
I f  we take 
y = (ak -+- e )XF  -q- (bin - ~)XH "-k [XIXTx(FUH), 
we see that go o Ix l # go o y. Now, using for such y suitable Equations (24) and (25), 
we get Ilgo o y II L1 = 1 and Equality (26). In consequence, condition (ii) of  Theorem 4
does not hold. 
Assume that B C A and/z(A \ B) > 0. Then 
IX(t)[E U (an ,bn)  
n eA/'~ 
for any t 6 B. I f  B is not an atom, the proof is similar to the proof o f  case (1), where 
C may be replaced by B. So, suppose that B is an atom. There is m 6 H e such that 
Ix(t)l :=c  ~ (am,bin) 
for any t c B. Let k 6 A/'~ be such that the set D = {t c T: Ix(t)l = at`} has positive 
measure. By the assumption that Ixl/> a~oxr it is easy to see that St, # 0 # Sin. 
I f  we take a set F C D with 0 </z (F )  < c¢, then we can choose real numbers 
s ~ (0, bk - ak),  6 ~ (0, c - am) for which 
Sk . e . t z (F )  = Sin" 6 .  Ix (B) .  
Putting 
y = (at` + e)XF  + (c -- &)XB + IXIXT\(FUB) 
and proceeding analogously as above we can obtain a denial of  (ii) in Theorem 4. 
(3) The case when Iz(B \ A) > 0 can be proved as case (2). 
Suf f i c iency .  Assume that conditions (a), (b) and one of  the conditions (o0, (fl), 
(y) hold. Let u c S (L1)  be such that 0 ~< u ~< go(be)xr, Ilu + go o Ixl IlL1 = 2 and 
(27) go o = ~ (go o Ix I + go o y), 
where y = g-1 o u. Equality (27) yields that for any t E T, the numbers Ix(t)l and 
ly(t)l are equal or both belong to the same structurally affine interval [a,, b.] for 
some n c N" e. This fact together with the ones from the conditions (a) - (y )  implies 
that 
(28) Ixl<~y or y~<lxl. 
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S ince  we have  O,(x) = 1, O~(Y) = 1 and, by  (28),  ~o o Ixl ~ ~ o y or  ~0 o y ~< ~o o Ixl, 
so str ict  monoton ic i ty  o f  L 1 g ives  
~o o lx l  = ~o o y = u .  
This  shows  that  cond i t ion  (ii) o f  Theorem 4 is sat is f ied.  [] 
Remark  4. 1. Theorem 4 refers to problem XII from [5]. 
2. The notions of a strongly extreme point and an SU-point are different. 
A strongly extremepoint ofB(E¢) needn't be an SU-point. Really, it is enough to 
consider the element x = (1, 1) in l~. Moreover, an SU-point needn't be a strongly 
extreme point as well. lndeed, consider the Orlicz function space L ~ [0, 1], where 
{~ lfu ~ [0, 2], 
~0(u) = / fu  > 2. 
Taking x = X[o,I], by Corollary 2, we conclude that x is an SU-point. On the other 
hand, Lemma 4(ii) from [14] yields that the space D°[O, 1] has no strongly points. 
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